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Abstract
Based on the example of a nanopowder system ZrO2–3% mol Y
 2O3 with atmospheric humidity interaction, the possibility
of exothermic heterophase electrochemical energy conversion to electric energy is shown. Electrical properties and structure
of the experimental sample were studied under gradient molecular flux density of humidity during sample saturation. The
idea of development of the novel chemo-electronic converter device based on nanoscale dielectrics as ZrO2–3% mol Y2O3
is proposed.
Keywords Powder nanotechnology · Humidity to electricity · Chemo-electronic conversion · Adsorption phase transition ·
Electronic processes · Physical chemistry of surface

Introduction
Specific physical and chemical properties of the surface
of nanosized oxide particles are of interest of a number
of modern scientific trends. Novel scientific and technical

applications of phenomena and processes occurred on such
surface are connected with nanotechnology. The science of
surface is associated with the study of structural properties of surfaces and adsorbates, and corresponding mechanisms of reactions on a surface (Konstantinova et al. 2011;
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Zainullina and Zhukov 2001). All steps of interaction of an
atomic particle with a surface as adhesion, surface reactions
and desorption include the energy transfer between adsorbate and the surface of solid matter (Kammler and Kuppers
1999). In case of atomic particles, which are actively interacting with surface atoms (chemical sorption) or with each
other (recombination of radicals, heterogeneous catalytic
reactions), the energy transferred to the solid is the energy
that released by acts of reactionary collisions at the surface.
During reactionary collisions, energy exchange usually proceeds through the stage of formation of vibrationally and
electronically excited intermediate quasimolecular particles on a surface. The excited states of adsorbates related
to rotational, vibrational and electronic degrees of freedom
are involved in most of dynamic processes. Their nature and
relaxation types are the subject of a new scientific direction of research at the interface of surface physics, physics
of atomic collisions and chemical physics named “Chemovoltaics” (Kabansky et al. 1979, 2004; Styrov et al. 2011;
Styrov and Simchenko 2012). Thus, chemovoltaics studies
the energy exchange between a solid matter and slow atomic
particles that strike the surface. By slow atomic particles,
we usually mean simple molecules, radicals, ions or atoms
whose kinetic energy is comparable to the energy of phonons of a solid matter and much less than the energy of other
elementary excitations in a solid (Styrov and Tyurin 2003).
The perspectives of chemo-electricity production become
possible with the development of nanotechnology. Tyurin
et al. (2008) and Styrov and Tyurin (2003) have obtained the
chemo-electromotive force (EMF) about 2 mV and current
up to 700 nA during the interaction of hydrogen atoms with
the nanostructured surface of SiC crystals. For a solar cell of
a tandem type, this power can be considered as a contribution to the efficiency increase.
The mechanisms of chemo-electronic emission and ways
to improve the efficiency of chemo-electronic converters
are being actively studied. The criteria on which functional
nanomaterials should be selected are established. According to Tyurin et al. (2008), a small depth of adsorption level
positions Ea ≤ 0.2–0.4 eV is sufficient for generation of
high yield of electrons. Small levels provide preferential
adsorption of atoms in a charged form and allow to avoid
the neutralization reaction. It was shown (Gergen et al. 2001;
Styrov and Simchenko 2013) that to reduce the fraction of
heat losses, it is necessary to reconcile between the heat of
chemical reaction of molecules with the surface of a solid
and its width of the band gap Eg. Based on relatively high
dissociation and ionization energies of molecules in a gas
phase, it follows that materials with a large band gap will
be the most efficient for chemo-electronic conversion. For
example, taking into account the dissociation energy Dg =
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4.48 eV of the model gas—H2 hydrogen the value of the
bandgap width of sorbent materials can be estimated.
During the past years, attention to the engineering of
the electronic structure of surface layers of adsorbates,
as a method to control processes involved electrons, is
increased. Several models of the Tamm state modification
for the nanoscale level have been proposed and new properties of electronic structure of nanoparticles have been
demonstrated. Particularly, the following can be identified:
elongation of Tamm’s orbitals outside the particle with a
decrease of its size (Oksengendler et al. 2014) (formation
of chemically uncompensated valence orbitals called “dangling bonds” capable of “capturing” incoming molecules
from a gas phase); an increase of the Coulson free valence
index of Tamm orbitals with increase of the surface curvature (Oksengendler et al. 2010a, b); displacement of
a pair of Tamm state levels to the middle of the bandgap
with the increases of the nanoparticles surface curvature in
ionic crystals (decrease of effective width of the bandgap)
(Oksengendler et al. 2016); decrease of the electron localization energy with the warp of energy bands as a result of
the surface charging by adsorbates (collapse of the band
gap during adsorption of water molecules) (Okamoto 2008;
Subhoni et al. 2018). As a result, work devoted to the photoelectric properties of solar cells based on perovskites shows
an increase of the photocurrent (to 1.3%) only by replacing
the planar interfaces of the functional structures to nanoscale
structures with the total identity of all the other elements
(Zheng et al. 2014). Preliminary analysis of these results
showed that the cause of such effect is apparently related to
the features of Tamm states on the fractal interface. It should
be noted that a similar effect has been previously observed
for silicon (Muller et al. 2004). Thus, there is a reason to
believe that further optimization of functional materials for
chemo-electronic converters in terms of energy characteristics and the form of phase boundaries will increase the
efficiency of conversion of chemical energy into an electrical form.
At the nanoscale, the system ZrO2–Y2O3 has a high density of low-energy localized electronic states with an energy
of 0.1–0.8 eV in the near-surface region and the electron
work function over 3–5 eV (Ptitsyn 2007; Zainullina and
Zhukov 2000); therefore, this is a promising functional
material for chemo-electronic conversion.

Materials and methods
For the production of ZrO2–Y2O3 nanopowders (Fig. 1), a
chemical technology of co-precipitation was used (Konstantinova et al. 2011; Doroshkevich et al. 2006). First, hydrated
zirconium hydroxide was precipitated from a chloride raw
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Fig. 2  Planar structure of the chemo-electronic converter device,
where 1 is the functional layer deposited on the glass substrate, and 2
is the interdigital contact structure
Fig. 1  TEM image of ZrO2–3 mol% Y2O3, 400 °C, 2 h nanopowder

material. Then, the obtained material undergoes dehydration
in a specialized microwave oven (T = 120 °C, t = 0.4 h). After
which, the amorphous powder was subjected to crystallization annealing at a temperature of 400 °C for 2 h.
To obtain an experimental device of chemo-electronic
converter, a suspension of a 1% water solution of polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) polymer with a nanopowder Z
 rO2–3% mol
Y2O3 (particle size 7.5 nm) was deposited to a preliminarily
cleaned (ultrasonication followed by ultraviolet irradiation)
glass substrate by spray pyrolysis method. Metal electrodes
of interdigital structure were deposited by resistive evaporation of aluminum though the mask.
The algorithm of the experiment consisted of two steps.
First, samples were dehydrated at 120 °C for 1 h, and then
placed in a chamber with a humid (RH 99%) environment.
Humidity was measured using IVA-6A instrument. Monitoring of generated voltage dependence from time V = f (t) was
carried out by Keithley 238 High-Current Source-Measure
Unit in the microvoltmeter mode under the ohmic load R = 1
MOhm with an interval of 1 min.
X-ray diffraction analysis of the samples was performed
using an Empyrean diffractometer (PANalytical) with a
high-temperature console. Spatial and structural organization of the samples was studied by the transmission (TEM)
and scanning (SEM) electron microscopies on the JEM
200A and JSM640LV instruments, respectively.

Cross-sectional SEM image of the obtained film is shown
in Fig. 3 where the large number of pores of various sizes
can be distinguished. Such pores promote an easy access of
water molecules inside samples and hence allow interaction with Z
 rO2-based nanomaterial. The porosity of the film
(O) is an important parameter of this device. The resistance
to the flow of incoming gases limits the speed of chemoelectronic conversion, and consequently the output current
I(t) = f(O) and the output power of the converter device W:

W = (R − r) (∫ I(t) dt)2 /T,
(1)
where T—the period of cycle; r—ohmic resistance of the
polymer (internal resistance of the system); R—resistance
of external load.

The effect of chemo‑electronic conversion
The time dependence of EMF generated after placing the
sample in a humid atmosphere is shown in Fig. 4. It can be

Results and discussion
Structure of the device
A typical functional converter device is shown in Fig. 2. Its
size is 35 × 20 mm (area is 700 mm2) and distance between
electrodes is 0.75 mm.

Fig. 3  SEM cross-sectional image of deposited Z
 rO2–3 mol% Y2O3/
PVA film
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Fig. 4  Variation of potential difference on the electrodes after device
humidification with time at relative humidity of RH = 99%, where G
chemovoltaic cell, R electric load, V voltmeter

seen that the adsorption leads to an increase of the potential
difference to about 80 mV after 2 min of the device humidification and its subsequent decrease to zero over the next
8 min.
The investigated chemovoltaic cell was tested under
the load of 1 MOhm resistor. Consequently, it can be concluded unambiguously the flow an electric current I = U/R
and performed work A = (U2/R) t between the electrodes of
converter device. It is easy to estimate the average-specific
electrical power output of the device < P> = <U > 2/RS.

(
)2
< P > = 40 × 10−3 V 2 ∕106 Ohm × 7 × 10−4 m2
= 2.3 × 10−6 W/m2 .

(2)

Such result coincides approximately with the power of
known functional analogs based on electrostatic charge capture from microscopic water droplets (Miljkovic et al. 2014)
(1.5 × 10−11 W/cm2 = 1.5 × 10−7 W/m2) and on adsorptioninduced electrostriction (5.6 × 10−7 W) (Ma et al. 2013). The
relatively high efficiency of nanopowder chemo-electronic
converters is caused by direct conversion of chemical interaction energy into an electrical form, passing intermediate
stages.
Also, it can be assumed that the occurrence of a flow of
charge carriers in the space between the electrodes is caused
by inhomogeneities in the height and density of the functional layer.
The X-ray spectra represented in Fig. 5 show the results
of the measurements of the ZrO2-based nanopowder after
saturation with moisture at room temperature for 12 h (curve
1), followed by stepwise heating to 400 and 500 K (curves 2
and 3) and after cooling in vacuum (curve 4).
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Fig. 5  XRD spectra of the ZrO2–3 mol% Y2O3 nanopowder, where
1—after saturation under humid environment at 300K for 24 h; 2—
after drying at of 400 K for 30 min; 3—after drying at a temperature of 500 K for 30 min; 4—after cooling from 500 to 320 K under
vacuum for 24 h; 5 and 6 are the peaks of the monoclinic phase,
extracted from spectra 1 and 2

In contrast to the high peak of the tetragonal (T) phase
(101), spectra 1 and 2 exhibit a weak peak of the monoclinic (M) phase (111) (Fig. 5, curves 5 and 6). For clarity, these peaks were selected programmatically from the
spectra (curves 1 and 2). It is noteworthy that after cooling
in a vacuum, the appearance of monoclinic phase peaks is
not observed. Consequently, the T–M phase transition is
not of a thermal but of adsorption nature.
According to the X-ray diffraction data, the adsorption
of water molecules leads to destabilization of the high-temperature T-phase retained by the defective complexes of
the impurity–vacancy dipole (IVD), type: Me–VO. These
complexes are formed by ionized Y
 3+(−) impurity atoms
(+)
and oxygen vacancies V

formed for the compensation of
the charge caused by these impurity atoms (Naumov et al.
1992; Wert and Thomson 1969). Earlier, it was shown that
the T–M phase transition is atypical for this class of materials and is realized in a limited volume, namely in the 2D
layer near the surface (Konstantinova et al. 1996). In the
work of Alekseenko and Volkova (1999), the questions of
adsorption martensitic Т–М transformation in Zr-ceramics
were studied in details. Consequently, it can be assumed
that the chemo-electron emission and T–M transformation
processes discussed above are various forms of a single
physical–chemical process that occurs on the surface of
nanoparticles and in its near-surface layers. Moreover, this
process is directly related to the electronic subsystem of
nanoparticles. This statement is confirmed by the studies carried out on bulk nanostructured samples presented
elsewhere (Doroshkevich et al. 2017a, b; Subhoni et al.
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2018), where the proposed mechanism of the effect was
described, the essence of which is as follows.

Conversion mechanism
Upon contact of an electrically neutral surface (Fig. 6a)
with a neutral water molecule, dissociative adsorption takes
place. The water molecule dissociates under the action of
the force field gradient of the active centers of the particle surface. Negatively charged hydroxyl ( OH−) groups are
chemically bounded on the surface and the saturation of free
valence bonds occurs. As a result, the surface acquires a negative charge relative to the volume of the nanoparticle. This
leads to the bending of the energy bands in the near-surface
region of the nanoparticle material L (Fig. 6b). And where
the upper levels of the valence band (the acceptor levels of
the Y3+(−) impurity) intersect the Fermi level Ef in a narrow
area near the surface Lʹ (Fig. 6, b), the electron is localized
from the crystal lattice by the tunnel effect with a probability determined by the Fermi–Dirac function. The difference
between the work function of Z
 rO2 3 mol%Y2O3 AZrO2 =
3–5 eV, (Zainullina and Zhukov 2000) and the ionization
energy of the water molecule AOH = 13.2 eV (Gurvich et al.
1974) is of ΔA = 8–10 eV; therefore, the electron density
shifts outside the crystal aside to the adsorption layer.
The process of dissociative adsorption is a multi-stage
process which includes the interaction of a certain number
of water molecules through the formation and destruction
of the complexes. During dissociation, some parts of the

Fig. 6  Schematic representation of the adsorption mechanism of
electron emission. System before (a) and after (b) adsorption of
water molecules, where: I—conduction band, II—valence band,
OH−—negatively charged hydroxyl groups, Y+3(−)—the acceptor level
corresponding to the surface Y atom, V+—is the donor level corresponding to the oxygen vacancy Vo, L—the length of the region where

ions practically exist in a free state and in the presence of a
gradient of the electric field ensure the transportation of the
charges to the electrodes.
The end of the electron emission process occurs when
the uncompensated valence bonds are saturated. Thus, the
system has a specific physical limit on the production of
charge carriers. The electrical and adsorption capacity of
the system is determined by the permittivity of the material ε and the chemical activity of the surface and in case of
ZrO2-based nanoparticles obtained by the chemical method
is relatively high (ε = 25).
A schematic explanation of the adsorption mechanism of
the T–M transformation is shown in Fig. 7.
As can be seen from Fig. 7, the charge exchange of crystal lattice ions due to adsorption-induced electron emission
leads to the change in the interaction length of the impurity
ion and the oxygen vacancy. Since the adsorption weakens
the effect of the alloying element, in the local volume of the
material near the surface, the structure becomes monoclinic,
which is natural for ZrO2 at room temperature.

Conclusion
The results of structural studies confirm the proposed mechanism of chemo-electronic conversion, which assumes electron emission from the material of nanoparticles. It can also
be concluded that IVD plays a key role in the generation of
electrical charges. They provide a high density of shallow
levels Ea ≤ 0.2–0.4 eV, near the Fermi level Ef and become

the local curvature of the energy levels exists, Lʹ—the length of the
region where the yttrium acceptor level Y+ 3(−) crosses the Fermi level
Ef. L is determined by the dielectric constant of the material ε and the
concentration of charge carriers n (20). k—the Boltzmann constant,
e—the electron charge
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Fig. 7  Schematic representation
of the adsorption mechanism
of the T–M transformation.
The system before (a) and after
(b) the adsorption of water
molecules, where lT and lM are
the chemical bond length of the
IVD in T and M—structural
modifications, respectively

a potential source of electrons. It should be noted that one
more circumstance was discovered recently (Oksengendler
et al. 2010a, b, 2017). It turned out that on the curved
nanoscale surfaces with a pronounced ionic bond, the energy
of Tamm states depends on the curvature of the surface. This
new phenomenon, called nanofractality (Oksengendler et al.
2017, 2018), in principle allows to control the location of the
density of the surface states in the bandgap, i.e. optimize the
effects discussed in this article.
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